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The End of Oracles
B y Larkin Kennedy
Christianity did not begin in a
used to go to the oracles to obtain, and that,
vacuum. For hundreds of years, Christians
like the oracle, the Holy Man would get
and pagans lived side by side, sometimes
their authority directly from God. Other
peaceably and sometimes not, and there was
scholars might argue the function of oracles
no abrupt paradigm shift from paganism to
more closely resemble that of Christian and
Christianity. Christianity did not fill an
Jewish holy books. ln this paper, I argue
already vacated pedestal. Much of Christian
that as states began to monopolize oracles,
theology is based on fundamentally pagan
taking them away from their belief center
philosophy; the first Apologists, or
among the people, a sort of vacuum opened
defenders of the developing Church, used
up in which the local people looked to any
Neo-Platonism to validate their beliefs. In
possible source for their spiritual guidance.
order to make the new religion make sense
Into this space the saint and the holy man of
to and be accepted by the people, the
antiquity quietly stepped, offering a spiritual
Christians absorbed many classical rituals,
patron for the majority of people and over
and many pagan traditions could find a
time making the oracle more and more
mirror in Christian customs. There was a
obsolete.
very powerful incentive to keep a sense of
Tertullian, a Third Century Father of
the Church, complained that the world was
continuity in place so that the new religion
1
would continue to accumulate converts, and
still crowded with oracles , but oracles were
to ensure that there were no large
prolific and admired well before his time.
philosophical problems separating pagan
Greece teemed with them before even
and Christian ideals so far that the jump
Alexander conquered its city-states. Oracles
from the one to the other would have been
weren't confined to Greece, either; the oracle
inconceivable. In that case, the question
of Ammon Ra met with Alexander the Great
arises of what happened to the oracles.
and told him "I give thee to hold all
2
After all, oracles had existed as a major
countries and all religions under thy feet."
political
Methods of divination might vary from one
and especially social force for hundreds of
to the next, but the function they performed
years. Delphi dictated state procedure to
was the same even at an early age. Most
much of the Mediterranean for almost three
oracles were tied to a place as well as to a
hundred years, and before becoming a major
god, and often the term itself refers to where
the god would come to the priestess,
influence on state decisions, the hundreds of
small oracles throughout Greece and parts of
inspiring and sometimes unifying with her at
the moment of consultation. The oracle at
Italy that were used for petty advice give
evidence to the influence of oracles on the
Delphi is one such. Apollo's sanctuary there
popular mind. Yet, the "Christian oracle"
housed a fissure from which gas, the
instrument of the god's entrance into the
never became a widespread convention.
Early Christian fathers viciously attacked
priestess, would come. Often this gas or
another drug would be used to enable the
the oracles, calling into doubt their validity
along with their morality. Some scholars,
god to enter a priestess. Her answer, often
however, do see a continuity of sorts
unintelligible, to the question would be
received and interpreted by waiting priests.
between oracles and the holy man of late
antiquity.
They argue the Holy Man
1
provided the same sorts of guidance people
As quoted in Forman The Story of Prophecy
2

lbid.

l7
It was thought the priestess had to be pure to
receive the god into herself, and that if the
body was not ready or unwilling, there could
be disastrous consequences. In one instance,
a priestess was administered too much of the
1
drug by accident and died soon after •
Some oracles, however,
were
wanderers, somehow possessing knowledge
of the divine independent of revelation by
any god. Many of the Sibyls were such
traveling oracles though they did not
experience great popularity until the Fourth
Century BCE. Today they are best known
for the compilations of prophecies they left
behind, all attributed to the same name.
Varro claims there were ten Sibyls: the
Babylonian, the Libyan, the Delphic, the
Cimmerian, the Erythraean, the Samian, the
Cumaean, the Hellespontine, the Phrygi an,
2
and the Tiburtine .
The questions asked oracles were
often trivial seeming, "like the hypothetical
questions in school: if one ought to marry,
,.3
or to start on a voyage, or to make a 1oan.
One visitor asked of an oracle whether the
petitioner has lost his blankets, or if
someone outside had stolen them. The
original purpose of the spiritual guide was
for these humble uses. It wasn't until after
the Peloponnesian Wars that oracles began
to exert an influence into the political as
well as public lives. The Delphic oracle in
particular began to show a much-increased
prominence into state affairs.
Kings
consulted her on military campaigns, and on
more than one occasion she advised on
4
where best to place a new settlement .
Croesus was an early example of one such
king; he sent men to two oracles, asking
each whether he should go to war with the

1

Plutarch De Pythiae Oraculis 51.
Lactantius Divine lnstinaes I. 6. 8-12
3 Plut. The Eat Delphi 5.; Plut. De Pyth. Orac. 28.;
Plut. De Defectu Oraculorum 7.
~ Herodotus The Histories I. 53.1.; Scholias1 on
Clement of Alexandria Protreptic11s II. 11.
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Persians, and with whom he should ally
himself if he did so.
Both oracles
responded, "if he were to campaign against
the Persians, he would destroy a mighty
empire" and suggested the strongest of the
Greeks as allies, advice which he took.
The mistake shouldn't be made in
assuming these prophecies always came
true, however. False prophets, too, had the
potential to make many people very angry.
Lucian devoted a fairly long and angry piece
to one such of AD 150-170: Alexander of
5
Abonoteichus. Under the pretense of being
a priest of Asclepius, and while ignoring the
usual healing duties and regular way in
which miracles were achieved in the regular
cult of Asclepius, Alexander started hi s own
branch in which a snake with a linen human
head was purported to be the embodiment of
the god, and he himself had oracular powers
and would give advice on any subject, for a
price. Lucian was very involved in trying to
expose him as a liar, but Alexander had a
wide base of support among the common
people. Lucian barely escaped with his life
instead. Despite the fact his prophecies
were often wrong and he would sometimes
correct them long after they had been given,
his cult was still widely popular and
survived for about a century after his death.
Although some might expose a false
prophet, then, the majority of people would
rather accord to him whatever he wants.
The oracle's authority would then stem more
from superstition, presentation, and the
ability or desire to meet with people and
advise them on everyday events. It might
also stem from a feeling of power these
prophets had; they were enough "other" that
they were able to understand divine will and
even sometimes welcome it inside
themselves.
They,
through
their
strangeness, were closer to the gods than
normal people and therefore should be
treated with respect.
5

Luc ian Alexander the False Prophet
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Often, too, a foretelling would be so
vague that it could be accounted correct no
matter what the actual outcome was. Just as
predicted, when Croesus went to war, a
mighty empire did fall; unfortunately for
him, it was his own empire that was
destroyed when he lost. Even though many
oracles were unsatisfactory or even wrong,
their prominence still did not fade. The
wealth and fame of the Delphic oracle alone
attests to whether its prophecies were still
considered valid, and its advice valuable,
despite claims to the contrary.
Correct
predictions of the future, then, could not
have been the basis for their authority; the
common people still believed they were real
and still visited the shrines. Thus, even
though they enjoyed a new prominence in
politics after the Peloponnesian Wars, it
couldn't detract from their original place in
everyday life. Oracles provided help with
common, personal concerns, fulfilling the
role of a sort of divine king. They were
wise men or women to whom normal people
would go with their everyday problems, for
healing, and also to whom they would look
for spiritual guidance. They were, in fact,
the earliest of the patrons and the "Holy
Men."
As the oracles were strong spiritual
leaders, there was a drive by members of the
Christian community to have oracles
acknowledge the divinity of Christ. As a
strong part of existing Greco-Roman culture,
the Christian minority would have seen
oracular tradition's agreement as a strong
piece of validation for the Christian religion
in general. Prophecies would have been
included as part of the classical paideia and
so read by many Jews and Christians.
Apologists have hinted some prophecies,
particularly among those attributed to Sibyl,
might be forgeries by Jews or Christians in
her name. In fact, a Byzantine scholar
assembled the prophecies in their present
form from various sources by about the

Sixth Century AD. Strongly Christian, in
his prologue he stresses the importance of
studying these Greek writings dealing with
God as opposed to pagan writings, and he
seems oblivious to the fact many original
authors appear not to have been Christian at
all 1. The Sibylline prophecies contain many
references to Jewish scripture, thus
anchoring the oracle firmly in a tradition
Christians
were
willing
to
accept.
Lactantius would also argue that some of the
Sibyl's prophecies foretold Christ's coming
and baptism.
The Third oracle has a
bibliography that traces the prophetess back
as the daughter of Noah. Not only does this
give the oracle a firm scriptural basis
acceptable to the Christians, but it also helps
illustrate the truth of Christian doctrine2 .
Christian writers even borrowed parts of the
Sibylline prophecies in order to write their
own apocalyptic works, and the foundation
of Byzantium, the "Christian Rome" was
ordered by an oracle, as well. Traces of the
Sibyl can even be found in Renaissance art:
the Delphic sibyl can be found in
Michelangelo's painting in the Sistine
chapel. Ruricius, in one of his letters to a
fellow Bishop of his time, jokes and flatters
him by calling him a "seer."3 Oracles then
seem to have been admired if not revered.
They were part of the classical paideia and
as such were often co-opted by the
Christians in order to give their own religion
the support it needed.
Conversely, there was as much if not
more activity to discredit the oracles. Julian
the Apologist strongly attacked them;
Fathers of the Church, such as Arnobius,
pointed to the false prophecies as proof the
gods that inspired them were false as well4 .
1

H. W. Parke Sibyls and Sibylline Prophecy in
Classical Antiquity
2
Lact. DI
3
Ruricius of Limoges Letters of Ruricius of Limoges
1.16
4
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Amobius's v1c1ous attack against both
pagans and oracles does indicate, however,
that at the point he wrote his treatise against
pagans around AD 300, oracles were still a
major presence and in need of quelling.
Both vagueness and false prophecies had
been present in foretellings before, however,
so as the oracle's authority didn't
necessarily stem from consistent and
accurate prophecies its influence should not
have been declining merely because some
Church dignitaries had called attention to the
fact. The persistence of oracles stemmed
instead from their ability to give ad vice and
spiritual help.
It would have made sense if the
common people had felt the lack of their
spiritual advisors when states began making
more and more use of them, just as it would
follow that similar individuals from other
religions might step into the place of the
oracles. The Roman citizen needed these
powerful institutions to which private
individuals could tum to for help. During a
time when religious cults were generally
growing in influence, the oracle at Delphi
lost both influence and wealth, having been
manipulated by politics for too long for it to
have the same authority with and presence
1
among the common people that it used to •
Christians didn't immediately contribute
oracles, or holy men, to this position. They
either used already existing oracles, such as
Sibyl, to validate their own doctrine, or they
tried to repress the existence of these
prophets.
Helped along by hostile
Christians, the institution of the classical
oracle did eventually die out, and it must
have been replaced by something.
The Christians did have a strong
background in prophecy, leading further into
the question of why they didn't embrace the
already existing oracular tradition. In the
Old Testament of the Christian Bible, there

is evidence of v1s1ts to diviners2, not to
mention the fact whole sections are devoted
to the prophecies pertaining to the coming of
the messiah. In the New Testament there is
also a large portion of prophetic writing, this
one foretelling the end of the world.
Revelations seems to have been written
during the reign of Nero, a time when
Delphi was still rich despite the emperor's
looting of hundreds of its bronze statues.
On the other hand, pagan divinations were
hotly disputed, unless they in some way
helped the Christian cause, like the Sibylline
prophecies did. Didyma's oracle probably
didn't help the popularity of oracles either in
the eyes of Church when it agreed with
Diocletian's decision to persecute the
Christians.
A fully Christian and parallel
tradition doesn't start until at least the
Second Century AD. Since that time the
belief has persisted among Christians that
the dead, especially martyrs, can continue to
exercise an influence from beyond the grave
on the lives of the li ving. Since they were
dead they were present in the spiritual realm,
but they were thought to still have an
interest in the world and so could also act as
channels of communication between the
spiritual and worldly realms. This newly
founding idea is known today as the cult of
the saints or of the relics. 3 The only way in
which oracles differed was in that oracles
could tell you what the god had inspired
them to say, whereas the dead saint couldn't
talk back. The relics did provide miracles of
healing and exorcisms, however, and the
places where they were interred were often
turned into places of worship. Individuals
wishing for healing or some other form of
comfort from the saint would have to make a
pilgrimage to the church or shrine that
housed it, making it the place, m essence,
2

l Samuel 7
J. Crook The architecr11ral setting ofthe cult ofthe
saims in the early Christian west c. 300-1200
3

1

R. M. Grant Gods and the One God
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that was considered holy. The foca l point of
the oracular cults was the sanctuary that
housed the oracle; the focus for the cult of
the saints was the place the saint's remains
could be found.
There were other
simi larities: a sacrifice was performed at
each holy place, including an animal
sacrifice for the oracle and a sacrifice of the
Eucharist for the saint; and there were
obvious fakes present that nevertheless had
little to no real effect on either cult's
popularity.
Bishops also began to take over the
role of patron previously held by the oracles
in the western empire, while the aesthetic, or
Holy Man of the desert, supplanted their role
in the east. In the west, Bishops were
personal sources of religious and moral
guidance, intercessors in issues of propetty,
and would vouch for and be responsible for
a lower priest or slave in their local area.
The extent to which Bishops' patronage of
the really poor or peasants isn't entirely
certain, though there is not much mention
made of the preaching of a bishop to a
congregation. 1 The idea the Bishop usurped
the role of the oracle might then be a bit of a
stretch.
The Hol y Man, on the other hand,
dealt in particular with the rural folk. They
in particular embraced all aspects the oracles
once had. They performed healings, gave
moral as well as practical advice, functioned
as intermediaries between poor farmers and
the wider Roman world or even another
poor farmer, sometimes they provided social
commentary, and often a pilgrimage was
needed in order to visit one. Daniel the
Stylite was one of the exceptions in that he
settled
down
near
Constantinople.
Therefore, not only did he perform many
healing miracles and exorcisms, he also was
in the middle of some very central religious
concerns. What is more, he had the backing
of the people and so was able to help change
1

Ruricius Leuers 2.7, 2.9, 2.14, 2.18, 2.52
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these problems. These holy men even give
the last nod to prophets: When St. Theodore
of Sykeon was about to be born, his mother
visited a man who could predict the future in
order to hear the portents of his birth. 3 The
source of the holy man's authority is even
almost identica l to that of the oracle.
Especially in the older instances of holy
men, they tended to be taken over by God
and lose their own identity. They were close
to God, and such could be seen even in the
way they didn't care for their own body.
Even, however, the most self-denying of
Egypt's
recluses
had
well-furnished
consulting rooms for the pilgrims. The
"Holy Man" was a rural patron and man of
power, much like the origins of the oracle.
They were not typically involved in any
politics other than perhaps the most
localized of them.
During
the
Roman
Empire,
prophecies were tied directly to the ruling
body and oracles were unavailable to the
common person. They used oracles not as
much to foretell the future as describe and
validate a current situation. The Sibylline
prophecies in particular were collected into a
library that was consulted from time to time
by order of the Senate. However, they could
be used in both official and unofficial
contexts to either support or undermine an
existing ruling body. By this time most
oracles were already firmly entrenched in
politics, so this abandonment of private
individuals meant the oracles were unable to
return to their original purpose. They had
lost their position among the people, and
with it, their stability. When Julian, the last
pagan emperor, died, and succession from
then on passed through only Christian
hands,
the
political
scene
became
exclusively Christian as well, closing out the
oracles and leaving them without even that
2

Life and Works of Our Holy Father St. Daniel the
Srylite 20, 75
3
Life of Sr. Theodore of Sykeo11 4
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much purpose.
Also, as the Roman senate became
pushed more and more to the side, kings and
emperors started to become deified.
Especially after the Empire became
Christian and the Emperor had embraced the
Eusebian vision, suddenly the Emperor
himself fi lied the role of the oracles. He
became the go between for gods and the
people; he even was unified with the god,
becoming its mimesis. At this point the
Christian religion began to take over the
personal, everyday lives of the people of the
empire. Emperors no longer needed their
actions validated by an oracle, they could do
so themselves. Under the Eusebian vision,
if an emperor was successful, it meant they
were fulfilling God's will. If they were
deposed, they had not been acting according
to the will of God. This argument proved
only itself, and left no room for the inputs of
oracles.
Over time, states drew oracles into a
more political venue and they were forced to
quit appealing to the private person and the
local level.
They went from being a
localized authority with a firm belief
structure holding them up, to a widespread
institution that, although much richer, also
depended on the shakier ability of its patron
nation, or even simply emperor, to remain
supreme. As the oracles were drawn away
from the local level, they did actually leave
a vacuum into which the holy men, the cult
of the saints, and, to a much lesser degree,
the bishops moved. Brown would argue,
"the holy man merely trumped the oracle, by
being both objective and trenchant in an
idiom that was more consonant with the
habits and expectations of a new, more
intensely personal, style of society." 1
However, I would disagree. Roman society
did not change; it still wanted an "other":
someone to be different enough from the
1

P. Brown "Society and the H oly Man in Late
Antiquity"

norm that they could have enough power to
be a resource to tum to in times of moral
questions. The holy man was just better at
not being caught up in the political
machinery than was the hierarchical oracle
establishment.
Likewise,
although
conversion from one religion to another
might be quick for the upper classes, it was a
slow, cyclic system in rural areas where, as
one authority was slowly drawn out, another
seeped in to take its place. When the oracles
depended only on the upper classes to
support them, they could only survive as
until the next succession when another new
emperor imposed his religious views on the
adaptable elite.
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